Key Content

Wisp
Minimal contact nasal mask

Performance has a

new style

Wisp innovation
Efficient and simple
Developing solutions that meet the needs of a rapidly
changing industry calls for fresh thinking and collaboration.
At Philips Respironics, we have traveled around the world
asking clinicians, homecare providers, and patients how we
could improve their experience.
Clinicians wanted us to resolve the tradeoff between nasal and pillows
masks. Homecare providers wanted a solution that could reduce operational
complexity by getting more patients served from one package. And patients
wanted a better overall mask experience that improved their lifestyle.

When you put it all together, the answer is Wisp.

Traditional
nasal mask
- Larger footprint
- Intimidation factor

+ Seal/stability
+ Comfort

Wisp
+ Minimal size
+ Lightweight

- Pressure restrictions
- Nasal discomfort

Traditional
pillows mask

Magnetic personality
Magnetic clip accessory for enhanced ease of use
The easy-to-use Wisp magnetic clip is standard in
the Wisp fitpack and an accessory part that
can be retrofitted to existing Wisp masks. It
can replace the standard headgear clip
to enhance ease of use for patients
with limited dexterity.

Wisp features
Self-adjusting top strap
with tube holder loop

Reversible fabric frame of soft
suedette and silky sateen (also
available in a clear silicone)

Magnetic clips for
easy adjustment

Tip-of-the-nose
cushion design

Quick-release
elbow tabs

Wisp patient fitting guide
Follow the instructions to get started with fitting the Wisp nasal mask.
Before putting on the mask, select the cushion that fits the
width of the nose without blocking the nostrils. The top of
the cushion may sit between the bridge and tip of the nose.
Note: Use the mask sizing gauge to select the cushion that fits the width of the nose without
blocking the nostrils.

Disconnect the headgear tab or clip. Peel the headgear tabs
away from the headgear strap and pull them through the slot
in the mask frame, or if using the clip, twist outward.

Pull the headgear over the head and place the cushion over
the nose.
Note: The headgear should lie flat against the back of the head.

Thread the tab through the slot in the mask frame or press the
clip against the headgear slot to reattach.
Note: If the clips are not used, the headgear tabs can be threaded through the slots on the
mask frame.

Peel the headgear tabs away from the headgear straps and then
press them back together to reattach. Connect the side straps to
the headgear tab located at the base of the crown strap.
Connect the bottom strap tabs near the back of the headgear.
Adjust the side and bottom straps evenly.
Note: Do not over-tighten. The headgear should feel loose and comfortable.

Connect the Wisp tubing and elbow swivel to the front of the
mask. Optionally, slide the mask tubing through the headgear
crown loop before pulling on the headgear.

Assume different sleeping positions. Move around until
comfortable. If there are any excessive air leaks, make
final adjustments while lying down.
Note: Using the headgear crown loop can help make some sleeping positions much more comfortable.

Choose which Wisp works
Wisp features a unique, compact design that is created for maximum comfort. The
“tip-of-the-nose” cushion is designed to sit below the nose bridge, making minimal
contact with the face while creating an optimal seal. Wisp’s sleek design eliminates
the need for a forehead pad, offering a better field of vision.

Petite

Small/medium

Large

Extra large

We’ve taken the guesswork out of finding the fit that’s right. The fitpack includes small/
medium, large, and extra large sizes, with the petite cushion being sold separately.

Choice of frame

DreamMapper

DreamMapper is the #1 downloaded PAP therapy
engagement app1
When it comes to your patients reaching their sleep therapy
goals, DreamMapper2 is there for them with the tools,
knowledge and resources they can use to stay motivated.
Clear frame
The silicone frame is
lightweight and flexible,
offering a smooth feel
for patients who prefer
the look of clear silicone.

Fabric frame
The reversible fabric
frame of soft suedette
and silky sateen allows
patients to choose
which side feels best.

Visit: www.philips.com/mydreammapper to
experience DreamMapper.

Source GooglePlay, 5/9/2016.
To see which therapy devices are compatible with DreamMapper,
visit: www.dreammapper.com/compatible.
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Ordering information
Wisp fitpack with headgear; small/medium,
large, extra large cushions

Part number

Wisp mask, clear frame, headgear, magnetic clips

1094050

Wisp mask, fabric frame, headgear, magnetic clips

1094051

Wisp fitpack without headgear; small/medium,
large, extra large cushions

Part number

Wisp mask, clear frame, without headgear

1094055

Wisp mask, fabric frame, without headgear

1094056

Wisp mask, clear frame without headgear

Part number

Petite

1101550

Small/medium

1101551

Large

1101552

Extra large

Replacement parts

Part number

Petite Wisp cushion

1094086

Small/medium Wisp cushion

1094087

Large Wisp cushion

1094088

Extra large Wisp cushion

1112031

1113957

Replacement parts

Part number

Wisp mask, fabric frame without headgear

Part number

Reduced-size Wisp headgear*

1109307

Petite

1101553

Large Wisp headgear*

1094078

Small/medium

1101554

Wisp headgear*

1094082

Large

1101555

Extra large

1113958

Wisp mask, clear frame with headgear

Part number

Petite

1118060

Small/medium

1118061

Large

1118062

Extra large

1118063

Wisp mask, fabric frame with headgear

Part number

Petite

1118064

Small/medium

1118065

Replacement parts

Part number

Large

1118066

Wisp headgear clips

1094083

Extra large

1118067

Wisp magnetic headgear clips

1120434

*Clips and cushions sold separately

Wisp youth fitpack with reduced-size headgear; Part number
small/medium, large, extra large cushions
Wisp mask, fabric frame, headgear, magnetic clips

1109298

Replacement parts

Part number

Wisp clear frame*

1094080

Wisp fabric frame*

1094081

Learn more
For more information about Wisp,
visit www.philips.com/wisp.
*Cushion sold separately
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Caution: US federal law restricts these devices to
sale by or on the order of a physician.
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